Dot to Dot & Color

Crossword

Down
1. A liquid that is burned to produce energy
2. The name of this rocket
3. A small rocket engine on a spacecraft
4. Landsat 9 will study this planet
5. A path around the earth that a satellite would travel on

Across
1. A rocket part that converts power into thrust
2. The name of this satellite going to space
3. The name of the Atlas second stage
4. 5...4...3...2...1...We have _________________!


Across
1. A rocket part that converts power into thrust
2. The name of this satellite going to space
3. The name of the Atlas second stage
4. 5...4...3...2...1...We have _________________!


Word Scramble
Unscramble the words then use the circled letters, by number, to reveal the secret message below.

IENGEN
SLATLITEE
OSTOBRE
IGINITNO
MISOKA
SECRET MESSAGE

Answer Key: GO FOR LAUNCH!

Word Find

Atlas V
Countdown
Engine
Fuel
Jettison
Launch
Liftoff
Orbit
Rocket
Satellite

Answer Key: GO FOR LAUNCH!